Palm Pre: The Missing Manual. Got this year’s hottest smartphone? Let USA Today personal tech columnist Ed Baig guide you through its many talents: cellphone, web browser, email, camera— you name it. This Missing Manual is packed with tips, tricks, and crystal-clear guidance.

The important stuff you need to know

- **Your Programs, All in One Place.** Say hello to a phone that multitasks as well as you do: Browse the Web, read and answer email, schedule appointments, and take pictures as fast as your fingers can fly.

- **Navigation, Finger-Style.** Master the Pre’s finger gestures and learn how its application “cards” let you flick between programs.

- **The Web, Always On.** IM with friends, read emails the moment they arrive, and watch web pages update on the fly (latest sports scores, anyone?).

- **Your Life, Integrated.** Say goodbye to flipping between work and home calendars, emails, and contacts. The Pre weaves all this info together in real time. Learn how to get the most out of this timesaving—and life-changing—feature.

Why I started the Missing Manual series.

People learn best when information is engaging, clearly written, and funny. Unfortunately, most computer books read like dry catalogs. That’s why I created the Missing Manuals. They’re entertaining, unafraid to state when a feature is useless or doesn’t work right, and—oh, by the way—written by actual writers. And on every page, we answer the simple question: “What’s this feature for?”

David Pogue is a New York Times technology columnist, bestselling author, and creator of the Missing Manual series.
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